Deep learning based object detection has achieved great success. However, these supervised learning methods are datahungry and time-consuming. This restriction makes them unsuitable for limited data and urgent tasks, especially in the applications of remote sensing. Inspired by the ability of humans to quickly learn new visual concepts from very few examples, we propose a training-free, one-shot geospatial object detection framework for remote sensing images. It consists of (1) a feature extractor with remote sensing domain knowledge, (2) a multi-level feature fusion method, (3) a novel similarity metric method, and (4) a 2-stage object detection pipeline. Experiments on sewage treatment plant and airport detections show that proposed method has achieved a certain effect. Our method can serve as a baseline for training-free, one-shot geospatial object detection.
INTRODUCTION
Deep learning based detection methods have achieved great advances, such as Fast R-CNN [1] and Faster R-CNN [2] . These supervised learning methods need to train models on large-scale labelled data and often take a lot of time. These inherent characteristics severely limit their performance in some cases with limited data, urgent task or dynamic environment. In contrast, humans can learn new knowledge quickly with few samples. For example, one can recognize a balance car by looking at it only once. Inspired by this ability, there are many one or few-shot learning researches on image classification, regression and reinforcement learning [3, 4] , which train models from many related tasks to learn novel knowledge accurately from few labelled samples.
The research on one or few-shot object detection in remote sensing is also in urgent demand. The large field and clutter background of remote sensing images make data annotation for object detection harder and more time-consuming. Due to the small sample size for geospatial objects, the performances of supervised learning methods degrade. Besides, the supervised learning systems are inflexible when faced with new object categories, because the models need to be retrained on new data.
To address this issue, we propose a training-free, one-shot geospatial object detection framework in this paper. We train the model on image classification task and test it on object detection task. As a result, it does not require any labelled data for the object detection task. More concretely, we train a feature extractor on a remote sensing image classification dataset, such that the feature extractor can learn some domain knowledge of remote sensing. Once the feature extractor has been trained, the proposed method does not need any training. Instead of training the model on the object detection task, we give it the capacity of detecting the objects of novel classes by a well-designed process. Given a small query image of a geospatial object and a large target image, the feature extractor can extract query and target features. Then we compute the similarity between query and target features to find similar regions in the target image.
Obviously, our method is training-free for the object detection task. Besides, this method is category-agnostic, in the sense that it can detect the objects of any categories theoretically. Our framework can get rid of the dependence on labelling object detection samples which is quite timeconsuming and laborious. This can increase the flexibility and further expand the scope of application for few-shot learning. Compared with conventional supervised object detction works, settings for one-shot object detction are more difficult. Therefore, we implement it in a relatively simple scenario. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose a training-free, one-shot object detection framework, which consists of a feature extractor, a multilevel feature fusion method and a novel similarity metric method.
Fig. 1:
The framework of the proposed method. The VGG16 network extracts feature maps of query and target images at each block (b1-b5). We can get 5 score maps (S1-S5) by the convolution between the query feature vectors and the target features. These score maps are up sampled to the same size as the input target image and averaged to get the final score map. Detection results can be obtained by extracting some regions of the final score map with a threshold. Here, A&MP denotes the concatenation of the average-and max-pooling features. GA&MP denotes the concatenation of the global average-and maxpooling features. R-AMAC (Regional Average & Maximum Activation of Convolutions) is our proposed feature aggregation method. The ⊗ denotes convolution operation. The U symbol denotes upsample operation. (2) We design a 2-stage detection pipeline to improve the detection performance, and proves its effectiveness by the experiment.
(3) The proposed method has achieved a promising result for the sewage treatment plant and airport detections in remote sensing images.
METHOD
The goal of this work is to detect geospatial objects on a large target image with only a single query image of a geospatial object. We need to take into account three specific issues. How to extract the image features? How to find the similar regions? How to get the objects' bounding boxes? We illustrate these three questions in turn. The entire framework is shown in Figure 1 .
Feature extraction
Considering the good representation ability of deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs), we employ VGG16 [5] as the feature extractor and train it on the NWPU-RESISC45 [6] dataset to equip it with the remote sensing domain knowledge. This dataset contains 31,500 images, covering 45 scene classes with 700 images in each class for remote sensing image scene classification. We use the trained model to extract the query and target features.
Multi-level feature fusion method
R-MAC (Regional Maximum Activation of Convolutions) is a feature encoding method proposed by [7] , which encodes a set of regions into short vectors over the feature maps of size W × H × C, as shown in Figure 2 . More concretely, R-MAC samples a lot of square regions uniformly at L different scales. When scale l is 1, the width and height of a region are both equal to min(W, H), and the number of regions is m. At every other scale, the number of regions is l × (l + m − 1) and the width and height are equal to 2×min(W, H)/(l +1). The overlap between contiguous regions is as close as possible to 40%. The feature vector can be calculated at each region, and post-processed with l2-normalization. After that, we can sum all regional feature vectors into a single feature vector and l2-normalize it. A multi-level feature fusion method is proposed to generate the discriminative and representative features of the query image. Inspired by R-MAC, we design the R-AMAC (Regional Average & Maximum Activation of Convolutions) feature aggregation method where we compute the average and maximum values of each region. Thus, there are two feature vectors, the average and maximum feature vectors, for each region. Then we sum the features of all regions and concatenate the average and maximum vectors. We concatenate the global max-and average-pooling query feature vectors of block 1-3, and use the R-AMAC query feature vectors of block 4 and 5. Hence, we can get 5 feature vectors of the query image corresponding to 5 blocks of the VGG16 network. Target features are represented as 5 feature vectors of the concatenated average-and max-pooling features of all blocks in VGG16.
Similarity metric
Similarity can be measured by the convolution of the query feature vector and the target features for each convolution block. Therefore, we can get 5 score maps and up sample them to the same size as the input target image. After that, the final score map is the average of 5 up-sampled score maps.
2-stage detection pipeline
We set a threshold = (meanscore + maxscore)/2 to find similar regions. These similar regions of target images whose scores are higher than the f irst threshold = 0.7 are cropped and fed into feature extraction model to generate finer target features. Then, the similarity score is computed by the dot product between the query and the target feature vectors. Those regions whose scores are higher than the second threshold = 0.9 can be kept as the final detection results.
EXPERIMENT
In the experiments, we apply the proposed framework in sewage treatment plant and airport detections.
Sewage treatment plant detection
We randomly select 5 query images (see Figure 3 ) and evaluate the proposed pipeline in different settings. Some detection results are shown in Figure 4 .
Feature fusion method analysis
In this part, we compare 7 different feature fusion methods, The detailed experiment settings are shown in Table 1 and  the experiment results are shown in Table 2 . Here, A&MP denotes the concatenation of the average-and max-pooling features. GA&MP denotes the concatenation of the global average-and max-pooling features.
(a) Multi-level feature fusion method: Similarity are computed with the query and target features of all blocks. For the query features, we employ global average-and max-pooling for block 1-3 and R-AMAC for block 4-5. And for the target features, we execute global average-and max-pooling for all blocks.
(b) Block 5 features: In this setting, we compute similarity with the query and target features of block 5. The query feature vectors are generated by executing the R-AMAC feature aggregation operation. The target features are the concatenation of the global average-and max-pooling features.
(c) Average-& max-pooling features: In order to prove the effectiveness of the R-AMAC feature aggregation method in multi-level feature fusion method, we compare global average-and max-pooling to R-AMAC of block 4-5 for the query features.
(d) Average-poling features: We apply global averagepooling for the query features and average-pooling for the target features at each block.
(e) Max-pooling features: We apply global max-pooling for the query features and max-pooling for the target features at each block.
(f) Average-poling features + R-AAC (Regional Average Activation of Convolutions) features: We apply global average-pooling to block 1-3 and R-AAC to block 4-5 for the query features. The target features are processed by averagepooling.
(g) Max-poling features + R-MAC features: We apply global max-pooling to block 1-3 and R-MAC to block 4-5 for the query features. The target features are processed by maxpooling.
Experiment results show the effectiveness of the proposed feature fusion method. We can get discriminative and representative features by concatenating the global average-and max-pooling query features of block 1-3. For the higherlevel query features of block 4-5, R-AMAC method can bring better performance of precison than global average-and maxpooling operation. Similarly, the concatenated average-and max-pooling target features have the better ability of representation compared to other feature fusion methods.
Comparison of 1-stage and 2-stage pipelines
We also compare the performance between the 1-stage and 2-stage pipelines. As illustrated in Table 3 . Obviously, 2-stage pipeline has a similar performance of recall, but offers a significant improvement of precision.
